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Gears are used for transmitting power from one part of a machine to another. In a 

bicycle, for example, it's gears (with the help of a chain) that take power from the 

pedals to the back wheel. Similarly, in a car, gears transmit power from the 

crankshaft (the rotating axle that takes power from the engine) to the driveshaft 

running under the car that ultimately powers the wheels. 

This can have any number of gears connected together and they can be in different 

shapes and sizes. Each time you pass power from one gear wheel to another, you 

can do one of three things: 

 Increase speed: If you connect two gears together and the first one has more 

teeth than the second one (generally that means it's a bigger-sized wheel), the 

second one has to turn round much faster to keep up. So this arrangement 

means the second wheel turns faster than the first one but with less force. 

Looking at our diagram on the right (top), turning the red wheel (with 24 teeth) 

would make the blue wheel (with 12 teeth) go twice as fast but with half as 

much force. 

 Increase force: If the second wheel in a pair of gears has more teeth than the 

first one (that is, if it's a larger wheel), it turns slower than the first one but 

with more force. (Turn the blue wheel and the red wheel goes slower but has 

more force.) 

 Change direction: When two gears mesh together, the second one always 

turns in the opposite direction. So if the first one turns clockwise, the second 

one must turn counterclockwise. You can also use specially shaped gears to 

make the power of a machine turn through an angle. In a car, for example, the 
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differential (a gearbox in the middle of the rear axle of a rear-wheel drive car) 

uses a cone-shaped bevel gear to turn the driveshaft's power through 90 

degrees and turn the back wheels. 

 

Gears sound like magic, but they're simply science in action! Look at the diagram 

here and you'll see exactly how they work. The pair of gear wheels (top) works in 

exactly the same way as an ordinary pair of wheels the same size that are touching 

(middle); the only difference is that the gears have teeth cut around the edge to 

stop them slipping. But a wheel is really just a lever, so a pair of wheels that touch 

is like a pair of levers that touch (bottom). 

A car engine makes power in a fairly violent way by harnessing the energy locked in 

gasoline. It works efficiently only when the pistons in the cylinders are pumping up 

and down at high speeds—about 10-20 times a second. Even when the car is simply 

idling by the roadside, the pistons still need to push up and down roughly 1000 times 

a minute or the engine will cut out. In other words, the engine has a minimum speed 

at which it works best of about 1000 rpm. But that creates an immediate problem 

because if the engine were connected directly to the wheels, they'd have a 

minimum speed of 1000 rpm as well—which corresponds to roughly 120km/h or 

75mph. Put it another way, if you switched on the ignition in a car like this, your 

wheels would instantly turn at 75mph! Suppose you put your foot down until the 

rev counter reached 7000 rpm. Now the wheels should be turning round about 

seven times faster and you'd be going at 840 km/h or about 525 mph!  

It sounds wildly exciting, but there's a snag. It takes a massive amount of force to 

get a car moving from a standstill and an engine that tries to go at top speed, right 

from the word go, won't generate enough force to do it. That's why cars need 

gearboxes. To begin with, a car needs a huge amount of force and very little speed 

to get it moving, so the driver uses a low gear. In effect, the gearbox is reducing the 

speed of the engine greatly but increasing its force in the same proportion to get 
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the car moving. Once the car's going, the driver switches to a higher gear. More of 

the engine's power switches to making speed—and the car goes faster. 

In theory, changing gears is about using the engine's power in different ways to 

match changing driving conditions. The driver uses the gearshift to make the engine 

generate more force or more speed depending on whether hill-climbing power, 

acceleration from a standstill, or pure speed is needed. In practice, changing gears 

means meshing different sized gear wheels together, but you can't do that while the 

gearbox is transmitting power from the engine at high speed. That's why you need 

to press a car's clutch pedal before changing gears, which disengages the engine's 

input from the gearbox. You can then use the gearshift to change to a different 

pattern of gears, before letting the clutch transmit power back from the engine to 

the gearbox (and the wheels) once again. 

On a bicycle, it's much more obvious what's going on when you change gears 

because you can see it happening. As you flick the gear shift, you can watch (and 

feel) the chain hop from one sprocket to another, engaging different-sized gear 

wheels. On many bikes, the gear change is controlled by a clever mechanism called 

a derailleur, which smoothly diverts the chain from sprocket to sprocket even 

though you're pedaling along at speed. 


